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We perform a generalized analysis of data from WIMP search experiments for pointlike WIMPs of arbitrary
spin and general Lorenz-invariant WIMP-nucleus interaction. We explicitly show that in the nonrelativistic
limit only spin-independent ~SI! and spin-dependent ~SD! WIMP-nucleon interactions survive, which can be
parametrized by only five independent parameters. We explore this five-dimensional parameter space to deter-
mine whether the annual modulation observed in the DAMA experiment can be consistent with all other
experiments which reported null results. The pure SI interaction is ruled out except for a very small region of
parameter space with the WIMP mass close to 50 GeV and the ratio of the WIMP-neutron to WIMP-proton SI
couplings 20.77< f n / f p<20.75. For the predominantly SD interaction, we find an upper limit on the WIMP
mass of about 18 GeV, which can only be weakened if the constraint stemming from null searches for energetic
neutrinos from WIMP annihilation the Sun is evaded. None of the regions of the parameter space that can
reconcile all WIMP search results can be easily accommodated in the minimal supersymmetric standard model.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.063503 PACS number~s!: 95.35.1dI. INTRODUCTION
The existence of dark matter that accounts for roughly a
third of the energy density of the Universe is strongly sup-
ported by existing astrophysical observations. The origin of
dark matter is as of yet unknown, and suggested candidates
include massive compact halo objects ~MACHOs!, massive
neutrinos, axions, weakly interacting massive particles
~WIMPs!, Kaluza-Klein excitations of standard model par-
ticles, etc. ~see Ref. @1# for a brief review!. Out of the above,
the WIMP is one of the most natural candidates since for
such a particle with a mass of about 100 GeV one easily
obtains the required present energy density without much
fine-tuning.
WIMPs can be detected directly via observation of
nuclear recoils in low background detectors and indirectly
via observation of their annihilation products, such as high
energy neutrinos or charged leptons, coming from the Sun or
Earth. The latter method is much more model dependent and
requires either that the WIMP be a self-charged-conjugate
particle or that there be both WIMPs and anti-WIMPs avail-
able at present with sufficient abundances.
In direct searches a WIMP is assumed to scatter from a
nucleus via some combination of spin-independent ~SI! and
spin-dependent ~SD! interactions. In the former case, the
scattering amplitude scales with the mass of the nucleus,
whereas in the latter it exists only for nuclei with spin and is
often dominated by the WIMP SD interaction with the un-
paired nucleon. Part of the nuclear recoil energy is spent on
ionizing the detector medium and light emitted during re-
combination is used as a signal. Using such a technique, the
DAMA Collaboration has reported an annual modulation sig-
nal in their NaI detector @2# compatible with the variation in
the flux of WIMPs incident on the detector due to the motion
of Earth through the galactic halo. When interpreted in terms
of the SI WIMP-nucleon interaction, the DAMA measure-
ments resulted in the preferred region in the WIMP cross
section versus WIMP mass plane. This region was, however,
almost entirely excluded by the results reported by the0556-2821/2004/69~6!/063503~12!/$22.50 69 0635CDMS @3# and subsequently EDELWEISS @4# and
ZEPLIN-I @5# Collaborations. Interpretation of the DAMA
result in terms of a purely SD WIMP-nucleon interaction has
been studied in Ref. @6#. It has been shown there that such an
interpretation is inconsistent with the constraints set by the
experiment with an enriched liquid Xe detector @7# and with
indirect constraints coming from nonobservation of high en-
ergy upward muons reported by the Super-Kamiokande ~SK!
Collaboration @8#. In the latter case, the muons are created in
the Earth by the neutrinos produced in WIMP annihilation in
the Sun.
In this work we perform a model-independent analysis of
data from the above direct search experiments. We show that
the interaction of a heavy particle1 with a nucleon can in
general be described by only five parameters: its mass M x ,
its SI and SD cross sections on the proton sxp
SI and sxp
SD
, and
the ratios of the SI and SD couplings to the proton and neu-
tron, f n / f p and an /ap . We vary all five parameters without
any constraints that may appear in specific models @such as
f n’ f p in the minimal supersymmetric standard model
~MSSM! @9##. We also allow for the possibility that the
WIMP is not self-conjugate, in which case the SK constraint
might be evaded.
We find several regions in the five-parameter space where
the results in Refs. @2–4,7# can be reconciled.2 If the SK
constraint does not apply, it is easy to bring all data in agree-
ment with the predominantly SD WIMP-proton interaction.
Here, the SD WIMP-neutron interaction and SI WIMP-
nucleon interactions are also allowed. If the SK constraint
does apply, then a substantial SD WIMP-neutron coupling is
required, with an upper limit on the WIMP mass of about 18
1Here, we for simplicity always refer to such a particle as a
WIMP.
2Uncertainties in astrophysical inputs should in principle be con-
sidered in determining precise shapes of the regions ~see, e.g., Ref.
@10# and references therein for discussion!. Such a detailed study,
which would require access to DAMA data, is beyond the scope of
this work.©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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@6#. The upper limit on the WIMP mass is slightly improved,
however, with the inclusion of ZEPLIN-I results. We also
find another solution for the predominantly SI interaction
with Mx;50 GeV and 20.76, f n / f p,20.74. However,
in this case the agreement is marginal and requires fine-
tuning.
Although the above solutions are allowed from a purely
phenomenological point of view, none of them is natural in
the MSSM. For instance, the existing lower limit on the
WIMP mass within the MSSM is 37 GeV @1#. This limit is
not completely general but evading it, if at all possible, will
require substantial fine-tuning of the MSSM parameters. The
difficulties in obtaining the required parameters for each so-
lution within the MSSM are discussed in detail in the text.
Note, however, that if the DAMA result is removed from the
analysis, the MSSM can account for all other experiments
and still produce a sufficient abundance of WIMPs to ac-
count for all dark matter ~see Ref. @1#!.
This paper is organized as follows. After briefly reviewing
the theoretical aspects of WIMP-nucleus elastic scattering in
Sec. II we describe the procedures we used to analyze vari-
ous data sets in Sec. IV and present our analysis in Sec. V.
We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. GENERALIZED WIMP-NUCLEON INTERACTION
WIMP searches have usually been interpreted within the
framework of the MSSM because it contains an excellent
WIMP candidate, the lightest neutralino. Interactions of the
neutralino with quarks ~and ultimately with nucleons and
nuclei! have been extensively studied in the literature ~see,
e.g., @9,11#!. In the nonrelativistic limit and as a result of the
Majorana nature of the neutralino, the neutralino-nucleon in-
teraction has only two terms
Lx5x¯ gmg5xJ m5 ~x !1x¯ xS~x !,
J m5 ~x !5A2GF~app¯gmg5p1ann¯gmg5n !,
S~x !5 f pp¯ p1 f nn¯n , ~1!
where GF is the Fermi constant, and ap ,n and f p ,n are, re-
spectively, the proton and neutron coupling constants given
in Ref. @9#.3 The term containing S(x) gives rise to the SI
interaction, whereas the J m5 (x) term is responsible for the
SD interaction.
Although Eq. ~1! was derived assuming that WIMPs are
heavy Majorana spin-1/2 fermions within the MSSM, it can
be generalized to particles of arbitrary spin, independent of
whether they are self-conjugate. Consider a general Lorentz-
invariant interaction for the WIMP-nucleon coupling:
3We absorbed the coupling constants into the definitions of J m5
and S to make this simple notation consistent with the convention
adopted in Ref. @9#.06350Lx5~Sx1Px!~GsN¯ N1GpN¯ g5N !1~V xm1A xm!
3S GvN¯ gmN1GaH N¯ gmg5N12M N qmmp2 2q2N¯ g5NJ D
1~T xmn1D xmn!~GtN¯ smnN1GdN¯ smng5N !. ~2!
Here Sx and Px are linear combinations of scalar and pseu-
doscalar operators built from the x field, V xm and A xm are the
corresponding vector and axial-vector operators, and T xmn
and D xmn are the tensor and pseudotensor operators. In Weyl
representation, the Dirac structures appearing in Eq. ~2! are
~Latin indices indicate spatial components!
g05S 0 11 0 D , g i5S 0 s
i
2s i 0 D , g55S 21 00 1 D ,
smn5
i
2 $g
mgn2gngm%, ~3!
where s i are Pauli matrices. In order to use the above inter-
action to calculate matrix elements for WIMP-nucleus scat-
tering one must sum over all nucleons in the target nucleus.
The WIMP-nucleon interaction is determined by the un-
derlying WIMP-quark interaction, and to obtain Eq. ~2! from
the underlying interaction one must take its matrix elements
between one-nucleon states. In the limit uqW u!M N one can do
this by simply replacing the quark fields with the nucleon
fields and rescaling the corresponding coupling constants.
For example, gV
q ^Nuq¯gmquN&5GV
q u¯NgmuN , where uN is the
nucleon spinor. This procedure holds for all operators except
for quark axial-vector current whose matrix element has a
pole:
^NuJq5
m uN&5N¯ ~gAgmg51gP~q2!qmg5!N ,
gP~q2!5gA
2M N
mp
2 2q2
, ~4!
where the second line implements the partial conservation of
axial-vector current ~PCAC! hypothesis and mp is the pion
mass. This argument justifies the appearance of the particular
structure multiplying Ga in Eq. ~2!. The second term in the
first line of Eq. ~4! becomes important if uqW u*mp @11#. For
simplicity, we do not explicitly keep the pion pole term in the
following. However, it should be understood that this term
always appears in the form given by the last term in the
second line of Eq. ~2!.
Except for the pion pole term, Eq. ~2! does not contain
operators with explicit factors of momentum transfer q. Such
terms are considered subleading. As will be shown below,
such operators are suppressed by powers of q/M p or q/M x .
It is easy to show that in the frame where the nucleus is
initially at rest the components of q are related by
2q0M nuc1q250, which also shows that q0!uqW u. Therefore,
we find3-2
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M p
;Aq0M nuc
M p
2 5Aq0AM p &0.01AA&0.1, ~5!
where A&100 is the atomic number of the nucleus and q0 is
the recoil energy, which we assume not to significantly ex-
ceed 100 keV.
Let us look at each of the one-nucleon operators appear-
ing in Eq. ~2! and determine which of them have nonvanish-
ing nuclear matrix elements in the nonrelativistic limit.
Scalar operators. The scalar operator N¯ N simply counts
nucleons; it obviously survives in the nonrelativistic limit.
On the other hand, nuclear matrix elements of the pseudo-
scalar operator PN5(kN¯ k(x1rk)g5Nk(x1rk) are sup-
pressed: ^ f uPNui&;uquW /M p . Here, x and rk correspond, re-
spectively, to the center of mass of the nucleus and to the
position of the kth nucleon relative to the center of mass.
Since our discussion is not affected by the fact that the
nucleus has a finite size, we can consider it a point particle
and set all rk to zero. In a more accurate treatment one can
account for finite size R by introducing a form factor
F(uqW uR). Defining an ‘‘axial-vector current’’ operator
Aˆ 5
m(x)5*xPN(x)dxm as an intermediate step we obtain
^ f uPN~x !ui&5^ f u]mAˆ 5m~x !ui&5iqmeiqx^ f uAˆ 5m~0 !ui&
’iqieiqxP^ f uJˆ Ni ui&1O~q2!, ~6!
where Jˆ N is the nuclear spin operator. In the last step we used
the fact that spin is the only axial vector describing a state of
the nucleus that does not vanish as q→0. The scalar constant
P has the dimension of inverse mass. The largest quantity
that has this property and is not singular in the limit q→0 is
the inverse mass of the nucleon. Therefore, P;1/M p , and
matrix elements of PN are suppressed according to Eq. ~5!.
Another way to see that P;1/M p ~and, e.g., not 1/M nuc) is
to first consider the one-nucleon operator N¯ g5N using free
Dirac spinors for the nucleon fields. Using free spinors is a
good approximation because the binding energy of a nucleon
in a nucleus is much smaller than the nucleon mass, which
means that nucleons are only slightly off shell. A direct cal-
culation yields
N¯ ~p1q !g5N~p !5
qi
M p
h†8s ih , ~7!
where h ,h8 are Weyl spinors characterizing the states of the
nucleon with the initial momentum p and s i is the vector of
Pauli matrices. In a nucleus one obtains
qi
M p
^ f u(
k
hk
†8s ihkui&;
qi
M p
^ f uJˆ Ni ui&, ~8!
in agreement with Eq. ~6!.
Vector operators. For V Nm5(kN¯ kgmNk we must have
^ f uV Nmui&5VN1~p f1pi!m1VN2~p f2pi!m, ~9!06350where VN
1
,VN
2 are scalar constants. Here, pi5(M nuc ,0W ) and
p f5q1pi . Just like for PN , we may conclude on dimen-
sional grounds that VN
1
,VN
2;1/M p . Then the time compo-
nent of VN is of order unity, whereas the spatial components
are suppressed: V Ni ;qi/M p . The time component V N0 mul-
tiplies Vx ,0 and Ax ,0 in Eq. ~2!, which transform, respec-
tively, as a scalar and a pseudoscalar under the extended
rotational group. Therefore, they can be effectively absorbed
into Sx and Px in the nonrelativistic case.
For the axial-vector operator A N5m 5(kN¯ kgmg5Nk the
situation is reversed. The time component transforms as a
pseudoscalar under the extended rotational group and its ma-
trix elements are suppressed for the same reason as those of
PN . The spatial components transform like a pseudovector
leading to
^ f uA N5i ui&5AN^ f uJˆ Ni ui&, ~10!
where AN is a dimensionless constant, which can in general
be of order unity.
Tensor operators. Let us first consider the operator T Nmn
5(kN¯ ksmnNk . Nonzero components of smn are s0i and
s i j, i , j51,2,3. Under the extended rotational group, s0i
transforms as a polar vector. Therefore, in analogy to Eq. ~9!,
T N0i5TN1~p f1pi! i1TN2~p f2pi! i, ~11!
which is suppressed similarly to V Ni in Eq. ~9!. To analyze
T Ni j consider its dual T Ni 5e i jkTN , jk5(kN¯ ke i jks jkNk
[2(kN¯ ks iNk , where e i jk is the three-dimensional Levi-
Civita` tensor. In the last step, we used the property s jk
5e jkls l , which can be derived from Eq. ~3!. We obtain
^ f uT Ni jui&5
1
2e
i jkTN , j5e i jk^ f u(
k
N¯ ks iNkui&
5TNe i jk^ f uJˆ N ,kui&, ~12!
where TN is a dimensionless constant. Therefore, T Ni j sur-
vives in the nonrelativistic limit.
The operator D Nmn5(kN¯ ksmng5Nk can be expressed as
(i/2)emnrlTN ,rl , which follows from the identity smng5
5(i/2)emnrlsrl . Since only T Ni j survives in the nonrelativ-
istic limit, we conclude that D N0i are the only nonvanishing
components of D Nmn in this limit:
D N0i5
i
2 e
0i jkTN , jk5
i
4 e
0i jke jklT Nl 5
iTN
2 ^ f uJˆ N
i ui&. ~13!
The antisymmetric tensor e i jk in Eq. ~12! is contracted
with spatial components of T xmn and D xmn in Eq. ~2!. The
corresponding quantities T xi je i jk and D xi je i jk transform, re-
spectively, as an axial and a polar vector under the extended
rotational group. Therefore, in the nonrelativistic limit
T xi je i jk can be absorbed into Ax ,k and D xi je i jk into Vx ,k .
Similarly, taking Levi-Civita` structure e0i jke jkl from Eq. ~13!
we conclude that Tx ,0ie0i jke jkl[22Tx ,0l transforms as a po-3-3
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They can be absorbed into, respectively, Vx ,l and Ax ,l . With
the above considerations in mind Eq. ~2! can be effectively
rewritten as follows in the nonrelativistic limit:
Lx5~Sx1Px!GsN¯ N1~V xi 1A xi !GaN¯ g ig5N , ~14!
where Sx , Px , V xi , and A xi have been redefined to absorb
the contributions from the vector and tensor interactions.
Moreover, since the general arguments used for PN and V Ni
also apply to Px and V xi ~with the suppression uqW u/M x
;1023 in this case!, we can safely neglect the latter.
The scalar density Sx(x) in Eq. ~14! can be written as
x†x . For a WIMP of spin Jx , x is a (2Jx11)-component
nonrelativistic spinor ~e.g., in the MSSM, x is a two-
component Weyl spinor!. The spatial components of the
axial-vector density A xl (x) in the nonrelativistic limit are
proportional to the spin density x†Sˆ x
l x . Finally, we arrive at
the following form of the WIMP-nucleon interaction
Lagrangian in the nonrelativistic limit:
Lx54 f Nxs†xshN† hN116A2GFaNx†SW xxhN† SW NhN
1OS qM p ,xD , ~15!
where hN is the two-component Weyl spinor for the nucleon
~initial and final state spinors may be different!, N5n ,p ,
SW N5sW /2, and the notation for the couplings has been ad-
justed to match that of Eq. ~1!. In this form, Eq. ~15! is valid
for nonrelativistic pointlike WIMPs of arbitrary spin.
The operators neglected in Eq. ~15! are suppressed by a
factor of 0.01AA relative to the leading order terms @see Eq.
~5!#. Strictly speaking, in neglecting such terms we made an
implicit assumption that the couplings A f N and GFaN in
Eq. ~15! are not suppressed relative to the other couplings in
Eq. ~2!, such as Gp. If it turned out that Gp*100AA f N , then
one would have to consider the N¯ g5N operator even though
it is formally suppressed in the nonrelativistic limit. In this
paper we ignore this possibility, and modulo the aforemen-
tioned assumption our analysis is model-independent.
Some examples
Below we consider some examples theories that have
WIMPS with spin 0, spin 1/2 ~Dirac particle!, and spin 1 and
explicitly show that in each case the WIMP-nucleon interac-
tion reduces to Eq. ~15!.
Spin 0
It is possible that in a supersymmetric theory the lightest
supersymmetric ~SUSY! particle is the scalar partner of the
neutrino, n˜ . In the nonrelativistic limit, such a particle inter-
acts with a nucleon as follows @12#:
Ln˜52A2GFJn˜
mJN ,m ,06350Jn˜
m
5~pn8˜
m
1pn˜
m
!n˜ †n˜ ,
JN
m5~TN
3 22QNsin2uW!N¯ gmN ,
~16!
where pn˜
m
,pn8˜
m
are the initial and final momenta of n˜ , TN
3 and
QN are the isospin and the electric charge of the nucleon, and
uW is the Weinberg angle. For a slow-moving Dirac fermion
of mass M the leading terms in the v/c expansion of the u
and v spinors are ~in Weyl representation!
u~p !5S S 11 pW sW2M pDhS 12 pW sW2M Dh D , v~p !5S S 11
pW sW
2M p
Dh
2S 12 pW sW2M pDhD ,
~17!
where p is the fermion momentum and h is a Weyl spinor.
Using the above expressions one can explicitly verify that
only the time component of the nucleon vector current sur-
vives in the limit qW→0. Therefore, one is left with a purely
SI interaction, which is a special case of Eq. ~15! with f N
52A2GF(TN3 22QNsin2u) and aN50.
Spin 1Õ2
In theories with extra dimensions Kaluza-Klein ~KK! ex-
citations of the SM particles can produce viable dark matter
candidates. As an example, consider a Dirac KK neutrino,
which interacts with nucleons via Z0 exchange @13#:
Ln52A2GF~TN3 22QNsin2uW!n¯KKgmnKKN¯ gmN .
~18!
Just like in the previous example, only time components of
currents remain in the nonrelativistic limit, and we again
obtain @Eq. ~15!# f N52A2GF(TN3 22QNsin2uW) and aN
50.
Spin-1
Kaluza-Klein excitations of the SM gauge bosons could
constitute cold dark matter @14#. If, for example, dark matter
is composed of excitations of the hypercharge gauge boson
B1, the WIMP-quark interaction has the form
LB52~bq1gq!B1†mB1mq¯q2iaqB1m† B1ne0mnrq¯grg5q ,
~19!
aq5
e2
2 cos2u F Y qL2 mB1mqL12 2mB12 1~L→R !G ,
bq5Eq
e2
2 cos2u F Y qL2 mB12 1mqL12~mqL12 2mB12 !2 1~L→R !G ,
3-4
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e2
4 cos2u
1
mh
2 , ~20!
where Y q is the hypercharge of the quark with mass mq and
energy Eq , mq1 is the mass of the quark’s first KK excita-
tion, and mh is the Higgs boson mass. The first term in Eq.
~19! corresponds to the SI interaction in Eq. ~15!:
^Nuq¯quN&5
M N
mq
f Tq
N N¯ N52
M N
mq
f Tq
N hN
† hN ,
f N5
1
2 (u ,d ,s , . . . ~bq1gq!
M N
mq
f Tq
N
,
~21!
where f Tq
N for various quark flavors can be found, e.g., in
Refs. @9,11# and f N is normalized to reproduce Eq. ~15!. The
second term produces a SD WIMP-nucleon interaction:
ie0i jkB1i
† B1 j^Nuq¯gkg5quN&524Lq
N^B1uSW BuB1&N¯ SW NN ,
aN5
1
4A2GF
(
u ,d ,s , . . .
aqLq
N
,
~22!
where (Sˆ Bk ) i j5ie0ki j is the matrix of the spin operator for
B1 , Lq
N is a dimensionless constant of order unity, and aN is
normalized to reproduce Eq. ~15!. A recent analysis gives
Du
p5Dd
n50.7860.02, Dd
p5Du
n520.4860.02, and Ds
p5Ds
n
520.1560.02 @15#.
III. WIMP-NUCLEUS CROSS SECTION
The SI and SD WIMP-proton cross sections at low mo-
mentum transfers are easily calculated from Eq. ~15!,4
sxp
SI 5
4 f p2
p
M red
2 ~M p!,
sxp
SD5
128Jx~Jx11 !Jp~Jp11 !GF
2 ap
2
3p M red
2 ~M p!,
M red~M !5
M xM
M x1M
, ~23!
where M x and Jx are the WIMP mass and spin. In our con-
vention, the nonrelativistic spinors c for both the WIMP and
nucleon are normalized as follows: cx ,p
† cx ,p5M x ,p . The SI
and SD WIMP-nucleus cross sections at asymptotically
small energies, sxN
SI and sxN
SD
, can be expressed in terms of
the corresponding WIMP-proton cross sections
4For a non-self-conjugate WIMP, such as the heavy Dirac neu-
trino, the WIMP-proton cross section must be multiplied by an extra
factor of 1/4. This modification does not affect Eq. ~24!.06350sxN
SI 5
M red
2 ~M nuc!
M red
2 ~M p!
FZ1~A2Z ! f nf pG
2
sxp
SI
,
sxN
SD5
M red
2 ~M nuc!
M red
2 ~M p!
4~J11 !
3J F ^Sp&1^Sn& anapG
2
sxp
SD
. ~24!
Here A and Z are the mass number and the charge of the
nucleus with spin J, and f p( f n) and ap(an) are the SI and SD
WIMP-proton ~-neutron! couplings, respectively. The quan-
tities ^Sp& and ^Sn& are the average spins of the proton and
the neutron in the nucleus. At finite momentum transfer one
must average the one-nucleon operators from Eq. ~1! over
the given nucleus using some nuclear structure model. In-
cluding the WIMP velocity distribution ~see Ref. @9#!, one
then obtains, for the elastic scattering rate of WIMPs on the
nucleus ~per unit detector mass!,
dR
dE5
rx
4vEM xM red
2 ~M nuc!
FerfS vmin1vEv0 D
2erfS vmin1vEv0 D G , FsxNSI FSI2 ~E !1sxNSD SA~E !SA~0 ! G ,
vmin5AEM nuc2M red2 , ~25!
where rx is the local Galactic halo density,5 E is the recoil
energy of the nucleus with mass M nuc , and vE and v0 are,
respectively, velocities of Earth and the Sun in the Galactic
frame.
The form factors FSI(E) and SA(E) in Eq. ~25! depend on
the nuclear structure. The SI form factor can be well approxi-
mated by @11#
FSI~E !5
3 j1~qR1!
qR1
e2(qs)
2/2
,
q5A2M nucE ,
R15A1.44A2/325s2 fm,
s’1 fm, ~26!
where j1 is the spherical Bessel function. Unfortunately,
there is no such universal expression for SA(E). It can be
parametrized in terms of three nucleus-dependent functions:
SA~E !5
1
4 @~ap1an!
2S00~E !1~ap2an!2S11~E !
1~ap
22an
2!S01~E !# , ~27!
where Si j(E) for most nuclei used in WIMP searches can be
found in Ref. @16#.
5We take rx50.3 GeV/cm3 @9#.3-5
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rate for nonrelativistic WIMPs depends on only five param-
eters ~in addition to nucleus-dependent constants!. We
choose these parameters to be sxp
SI
, sxp
SD
, f n / f p , an /ap , and
M x . Various extensions of the SM generally reduce the
number of parameters ~e.g., in the MSSM one normally has
f n / f p’1 @9#!. In our analysis we do not impose such restric-
tions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. DAMA NaI
In utilizing the data published by the DAMA Collabora-
tion in Ref. @2# we adopt the same approach as in Ref. @6#. In
particular, we define the quantity
k5(
i
F ~S0,ith 2S0,iexp!2
~DS0,i
exp!2
1
~Sm ,i
th 2Sm ,i
exp!2
~DSm ,i
exp!2
G , ~28!
where S0,i
th ,(exp) and Sm ,i
th ,(exp) are, respectively, the theoretical
~experimental! average value and the annual-modulation am-
plitude of the detection rate in the ith energy bin. Theoretical
predictions for these quantities as functions of M x , sxp
SI
,
sxp
SD
, f n / f p , and an /ap can be obtained using Eq. ~25!. In
this work, we used the experimental values for S (0,m),i
expt given
in the first two columns of Table 1 in Ref. @2#. The DAMA
preferred region, shown in Fig. 4~a! of Ref. @2#, is well re-
produced for k’100.
B. DAMA Xe
The latest results on WIMP searches with a liquid xenon
target by the DAMA Collaboration have appeared in Ref.
@7#. We take the limits on counts per detector per unit mass
per day @detector rate unit ~dru!# for various energy bins from
Fig. 4 and Table I of this reference. In calculating the limits
on the WIMP cross sections we follow the approach of Ref.
@17#. We take the central values for the dru’s in all energy
bins to be zero and the 90% C.L. upper limits on the dru’s to
be equal to 1.3 times the total error bar on the dru’s. We
verified that the 90% C.L. upper limits appearing in the last
column of Table I in Ref. @7# are reproduced in this way with
the error bars from the second column of the same table.
In this approach, the 90% C.L. upper limits on the dru in
each energy bin result in an upper limit on the WIMP-
nulceon cross section sxN
max(k) with the help of Eq. ~25!. The
combined upper limit from all energy bins is obtained using
Eq. ~15! of Ref. @17#,
1
~sxN
max!2
5(
k
1
@sxN
max~k !#2
. ~29!
We verified that our calculation reproduces the exclusion
curves shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! of Ref. @7# for both the
SI and SD cases.06350C. EDELWEISS
We used Ref. @4# to incorporate the latest results from the
EDELWEISS experiment that used a heat-and-ionization
cryogenic Ge detector. In order to extract the 90% C.L. limit
on the average expected number of events, N, from the null
experimental result we used the Bayesian approach described
in Ref. @1#. For our analysis, we adopt the following prior
distribution for N:
p~N !5 H 0 for N,0,1 for N>0, ~30!
which leads ~after normalization! to a pair distribution func-
tion ~PDF! for N of the form p0(N)5e2N. Therefore, the
probability for N to be below some value N0 is
P0~N,N0![E
0
N0
p0~N !dN512e2N0. ~31!
Equating the above probability to the confidence level of the
EDELWEISS constraint ~90%!, we obtain N05ln 10’2.3.
The predicted number of events in the EDELWEISS de-
tector for fixed values of WIMP parameters can be related to
the detection rate by integrating Eq. ~25! over the range of
energies accepted by EDELWEISS ~20–64 keV! and multi-
plying by the total effective exposure of 11.7 kgdays @4#. In
order to properly normalize the detection rate we multiply it
by a factor CE . This factor is adjusted such that the follow-
ing predictions given in Ref. @4# for numbers of events are
reproduced for the pure SI case: for M x544 GeV and sxp
SI
55.431026 pb one has N56.2, and for M x552 GeV and
sxp
SI 57.231026 pb one has N59.8. Note that since there is
only one coefficient to determine, the second data point is
redundant, and can thus be used for a consistency check. We
find that for CE’0.76 both test points and the EDELWEISS
FIG. 1. Region in the sxp
SI ~pb! vs sxp
SD ~pb! plane allowed by
various direct WIMP searches provided that the energetic neutrino
constraint is not included. In this plot, f n / f p51, an /ap50, and
M x550 GeV. Shaded region: DAMA/NaI. Dashed line: DAMA/
Xe129. Dotted line: EDELWEISS. Dash-dotted line: ZEPLIN-I.
The region below the dotted line is allowed by all data.3-6
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duced. In all the figures shown below, the constraints from
EDELWEISS data are obtained by setting the predicted num-
ber of events in the detector equal to N05ln 10.
D. ZEPLIN-1
The ZEPLIN-1 experiment ~see Ref. @5#! used liquid xe-
non as a medium and relied on pulse-shape discrimination
analysis. Unfortunately, at present there is no publication
available containing detailed experimental results. The ab-
sence of such data prevented us from treating ZEPLIN-1
results in the same manner as those from the DAMA experi-
ment with liquid Xe ~see above!. Instead, we chose an ap-
proach similar to the one we used for the EDELWEISS ex-
periment. We deduced the parameters necessary for the
calculation from Ref. @5#. In particular, we chose the visible
energy to be between 4 keV and 30 keV, with quenching
factor qXe(Zeplin)50.2. These parameters correspond to re-
coil energies between 20 keV and 150 keV. In order calibrate
our calculation we introduced the effective statistics factor
CZ . We found that the SI 90% CL ZEPLIN-1 limit shown
in Ref. @5# is exceptionally well reproduced for CZ
’8 kgdays.
As a result of the absence of published results, the
ZEPLIN-1 limit is the most uncertain input in our calcula-
tion. However, the results of our analysis are robust and are
unlikely to change when the full data are properly included.
Indeed, no change in the position of the ZEPLIN-1 curve in
Fig. 2 will move the upper limit on the WIMP mass above
about 25 GeV, which is still in conflict with the present lower
limit on the MSSM lightest-neutralino mass of 37 GeV.
Similarly, even if the ZEPLIN-1 constraint is entirely re-
moved from the analysis, one would still require f n / f p,0 to
achieve even marginal agreement among all data for the pre-
dominantly SI case ~see caption to Fig. 3!. As shown below
f n / f p,0 would be very unusual in the MSSM.
FIG. 2. Region in the sxn
SD(pb) vs M x ~GeV! plane allowed by
various direct WIMP searches provided that the energetic neutrino
constraint is included. We took ap /an50 ~pure WIMP-neutron in-
teraction!. The meaning of various lines is as in Fig. 1.06350E. Energetic neutrino searches
A promising method for indirect detection of WIMPs is
the search for neutrinos from WIMP annihilation in the Sun
and/or Earth. Such neutrinos produce upward muons in Earth
via charged current interaction. Measurement of ~or con-
straint on! the flux of such muons indirectly constrains the
annihilation rate of WIMPs, which is related to the WIMP
capture rate by the Sun and/or Earth. A detailed review of
such indirect WIMP detection with an extensive list of ref-
erences on the subject can be found in Ref. @9#. In this work,
we use the limits on the fluxes of neutrino-induced upward
muons near the surface of Earth obtained by Super-
Kamiokande @8#:
Gm~Sun!;Gm~Earth!&1022 m22yr22. ~32!
Limits from other experiments, such as IMB, Baksan,
MACRO, AMANDA, etc., are very similar ~see Refs. @6,9#
and references therein!. The upward muon flux is related to
the WIMP-proton cross section as
Gm
SI51.96310213d tanh2S tt D j~M x! f 8~M x!
3S M xGeVD
2S sxpSI10240 cm2D ,
Gm
SD~Sun!51.631022tanh2S tt D j~M x!
3S~M x /M p!S M xGeVD S sxpSD10240 cm2D , ~33!
where d53.33108 m22yr22 for the Sun and d51.7
3108 m22yr22 for Earth, and t is the time scale for equili-
bration between WIMP capture and WIMP annihilation. For
FIG. 3. Region in the sxp
SI ~pb! vs sxn
SD ~pb! plane allowed by
various direct WIMP searches provided that the energetic neutrino
constraint is included. We took f n / f p520.76. The meaning of
various lines is as in Fig. 1.3-7
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likely substantially smaller than unity @9#. The function
j(M ) is given by Eq. ~9.54! and S(x) by Eq. ~9.21! in Ref.
@9#. The function f 8(M ) is the generalization of the function
f (M ) given by Eq. ~9.28! of the same reference:
f 8~M !5(
i
f if iS~M x /M nuci !Fi~M x!
M nuc
i 3 M x
M p
2~Mx1M nuci!2
3F ZiAi 1S 12 ZiAiD f nf pG
2
, ~34!
where the sum runs over the nuclei with mass M nuc
i
, charge
Zi , and atomic number Ai . The quantities f i and f i are
given in Tables 8 and 9 of Ref. @9#. The form-factor suppres-
sion Fi(M x) is only important for iron in the Earth, where it
is given by Eq. ~9.23! of Ref. @9#.
One can check that for M x@M p the muon flux Gm
SD is
independent of M x , which leads to the constraint sxp
SD,1.2
31024/j pb. In the MSSM one generally has j>0.03 @9#,
and we obtain sxp
SD,431023 pb. The constraints on sxp
SI
from energetic solar neutrinos and on sx(p ,n)
SD from terrestrial
neutrinos are too weak to be interesting. On the other hand,
the constraint on sxp
SI from energetic neutrinos originating in
the Earth is potentially nontrivial. For the case f n / f p
’20.75 and M x’50 GeV ~see Sec. V B! one obtains
sxp
SI ,
3.631026
j tanh2@ t/t % #
pb. ~35!
As shown below, one needs sxp
SI ’0.0035 pb for this case. In
addition, one can deduce, from Ref. @18#,
S tt % D
2
52.43103 f 8~50 GeV! sAv
10226 cm3s21
sxp
SI
1 pb ,
~36!
where sA is the WIMP annihilation cross section in the limit
of zero relative WIMP velocity v . In order to have WIMP
relic density of order 1 we must have sAv’10226
cm3s21 @18#, and for f n / f p520.76 one has f 8(50 GeV)
50.85. Therefore, (t/t % )2’23103 (sxpSI /1 pb)’8 or
tanh2(t/t%)’1. Now, Eq. ~35! can be simply rewritten as a
constraint on j: j,0.001 for f n / f p520.76.
Can the constraints coming from the nonobservation of
upward muons from energetic solar neutrinos be evaded?
Below we consider two possibilities. In the first case, the
MSSM WIMPs predominantly decay into light fermions. Be-
cause the annihilation rate G(xx→ f 1 f 2) is proportional to
the fermion mass squared, m f
2
, direct annihilation into neu-
trinos is virtually impossible, and energetic neutrinos appear
in the decay chain of the initial annihilation products. The
total flux of the neutrinos originating from the branch
G(xx→ f 1 f 2) inherits the suppression by m f2 , and in the
case where only light fermions appear during annihilation
the flux may be orders of magnitude below the conventional
estimates @6#. Effectively, in this case j(M x) is substantially06350smaller than estimated in Ref. @9#, which weakens the con-
straints on sxp
SI ,SD
. In the second case, the WIMP is not iden-
tical to the anti–WIMP, and only WIMP–anti-WIMP annihi-
lation is allowed. Although direct annihilation into neutrinos
may be possible ~leading to stronger energetic neutrino sig-
nals!, the annihilation rate may still be significantly sup-
pressed in the presence of significant WIMP–anti-WIMP
asymmetry.
1. WIMPs only decay into light fermions
As pointed out in Ref. @6# the energetic neutrino con-
straint could be evaded if the WIMPs annihilated to uu¯ , dd¯ ,
ss¯ , e1e2, and/or m1m2 pairs but not cc¯ , bb¯ , or tt¯ pairs.
Such a situation can in principle be achieved in the MSSM
by fine-tuning the sfermion masses and WIMP composition.
Let us write the lightest-neutralino field as
x5Z1B˜ 1Z2W˜ 31Z3H˜ 11Z4H˜ 2 , ~37!
where Zi are constants subject to (uZiu251, B˜ and W˜ 3 are
superpartners of the B and W3 gauge bosons, and H˜ 1,2 are
superpartners of the neutral Higgs bosons. Examination of
the general expressions for the axial-vector and scalar
neutralino-fermion couplings @Eq. ~3.6! in Ref. @11## shows
that if uZ3u5uZ4u and Z25tan uWZ1, the scalar coupling van-
ishes and the axial coupling a f is inversly proportional to the
fermion superpartner mass squared:
a f;
1
M f˜
2 , ~38!
where M f˜ is the mass of the superpartner of the fermion f.
Choosing the superpartner mass to be very large for the
charm and bottom quarks, as well as for the t lepton, one can
force the neutralinos to annihilate into light quarks and lep-
tons only. However, choosing such flavor nonuniversal
masses for the scalars may be problematic in the MSSM.
Indeed, one must obey the existing stringent constraints on
the size of the flavor-changing neutral current ~FCNC!
~see, e.g., Ref. @19# for a review of FCNC constraints on the
MSSM spectrum!. Since evading energetic neutrino con-
straints in a way we just described requires significant flavor
nonuniversality among certain entries of the squark mass
matrices, whereas the smallness of the FCNC prefers the
opposite, one may expect that fine-tuning would be required
to make any such scenario phenomenologically viable. We
note that even for non-MSSM WIMPs flavor nonuniversality
of the WIMP couplings is needed to evade the energetic neu-
trino constraint in the described manner, and experimental
limits on FCNC are likely to present complications in for any
WIMP candidate.
2. WIMPs are not identical to anti-WIMPs
Another way to evade the energetic neutrino constraint is
to consider WIMPs that are not identical to their antipar-
ticles. Indeed, for the total number density of dark matter
particles, N0, one has3-8
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n02n¯ 05W , ~39!
where n0 and n¯ 0 are the WIMP and anti-WIMP densities in
the vicinity of the Solar System, and W is the ‘‘WIMP num-
ber’’ density, which may be generated in presence of some
T-, C-, and CP-violating physics. The ~anti-!WIMP densities
n and n¯ inside the solar core obey the equations @20#
n˙ 5An02Bnn¯2Gesc ,
n¯˙ 5A¯ n¯ 02Bnn¯2G¯ esc , ~40!
where the first and second terms on the right-hand side
~RHS! of both equations represent, respectively, the capture
rate of WIMPs incident on the Sun and the annihilation of
WIMPs and anti-WIMPs in the solar core. The constants A
and A¯ are proportional, respectively, to the WIMP-proton
and anti-WIMP–proton scattering cross sections. The last
terms represent the losses of WIMPs due to evaporation ~see,
e.g., Ref. @21#!.
Consider the case where n0@n¯ 0. In the stationary state
n¯˙ 50, and we have for the annihilation rate Gann5A¯ n¯ 0. We
make a reasonable assumption that annihilation is the domi-
nant mechanism for anti-WIMP loss if n¯!n because the
evaporation rate is suppressed by a small Boltzman-like fac-
tor e2Ee /kTW. Here, Ee is the escape energy and TW is the
effective WIMP temperature. On the other hand, for neutrali-
nos in the MSSM we have (Gesc can be neglected here as
well!
N˙ 5AMSSMN02BMSSMN2. ~41!
In the stationary state this would give for the annihilation
rate Gann
MSSM5AMSSMN0. We find that
Gann5
A¯
AMSSM
n¯ 0
N0
Gann
MSSM5
A¯
2AMSSM
Gann
MSSMS 12 WN0D .
~42!
We generally expect A;A¯ , and since the WIMP-proton
cross section is constrained by DAMA, we expect A
;AMSSM . Therefore, we conclude that Gann;Gann
MSSM(1
2W/N0). The flux of upward muons in the Super Kamio-
kande detector is proportional to the WIMP annihilation rate:
Gm;j(M x)Gann . Therefore, we obtain
Gm;
j~M x!
jMSSM~M x!
S 12 WN0DGmMSSM . ~43!
Since the WIMP is not identical to its anti-WIMP, direct
WIMP annihilation into neutrinos may be possible, which
may yield j(M x)/jMSSM(M x).1. On the other hand, for0635012W/N0!1, the muon detection rate in the Sun can still be
significantly below the one predicted by Eq. ~5! in Ref. @6#,
and the energetic neutrino constraint may not apply. In this
work, we first perform the analysis without this constraint
and then add it later on.
V. ANALYSIS
A. Energetic neutrino constraints are not applicable
Let us first consider the constraints on the WIMP param-
eter space without the energetic neutrino bounds. In this case
an agreement between all direct search experiments can be
achieved for the predominantly SD WIMP-nucleon interac-
tion for a wide range of WIMP masses and couplings. A
similar conclusion was originally obtained in Ref. @6#. In Fig.
1 we plot the allowed region in the sxp
SI vs sxp
SD plane for
f p / f n51, an /ap50, and M x550 GeV. The shaded region
is allowed by all direct search experiments described in Sec.
IV. Since a substantial SD interaction is required, the WIMP
cannot be a scalar particle in this case.
B. Energetic neutrino constraints are applicable
We now include the energetic neutrino constraint. As is
well known, for the usual case f n / f p’1 the results from all
direct search experiments cannot be reconciled for the pure
SI case at 3s level. With the WIMP-proton SD cross section
limited from above by the energetic neutrino searches, a rela-
tively large WIMP-neutron SD cross section is needed to
accommodate the DAMA/NaI result. The situation is similar
to the one described in Ref. @6# for the pure WIMP-neutron
interaction, and the allowed region for this case is shown in
Fig. 2. For this figure, we kept the WIMP-proton SD cross
section close to its upper limit set by the Super-Kamiokande
search; reducing this cross section increases the required SD
WIMP-neutron cross section and, therefore, strengthens the
upper limit on the WIMP mass.
The strongest upper limit, about 18 GeV, will likely be
provided by the ZEPLIN-1 experiment. We found that this
limit does not significantly change even if some SI interac-
tion is allowed. If the ZEPLIN-1 result is not included, the
upper limit on the WIMP mass increases to about 25 GeV.
It is interesting to note that MSSM neutralinos with mass
below 37 GeV are excluded by direct collider searches @1#.
Although the analysis of such searches is not completely
general, since it assumes gaugino and sfermion mass unifi-
cation at the grand unified theory ~GUT! scale @1#, evading
this limit, if at all possible, would require fine-tuning of the
MSSM parameters.
Up to this point, we always maintained the condition
f n / f p51. It turns out that relaxing this constraint allows one
to achieve marginal agreement among all data for M x in the
vicinity of 50 GeV. However, with the ZEPLIN-1 result in-
cluded this occurs for only a very narrow range of f n / f p .
Specifically, we need 20.77& f n / f p&20.75. If ZEPLIN-1
is not considered, the allowed range is increased but the
agreement is still marginal. The situation for f n / f p520.76
is shown in Fig. 3. The small region allowed by all data is
centered around sxp
SI ’0.0035 pb. Note that, as a result of a3-9
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WIMP-proton scattering amplitudes, the individual WIMP-
nucleon cross sections are about 102 times larger than in the
case where f n / f p51.
The inverse of this number, 0.01, reflects the amount of
fine-tuning required for this solution to work. Marginal
agreement is possible to achieve because the proton to neu-
tron ratio varies only slightly from one nucleus to another,
and it is possible to choose f n / f p such that all constraints are
satisfied.
From standpoint of the MSSM, this solution is in fact
‘‘doubly fine-tuned.’’ In addition to making sure that f n / f p is
carefully selected to fit all data one has to tune the model of
SUSY breaking to even obtain f n / f p,0 ~normally, one has
f n’ f p in the MSSM @9#!. It is interesting to ask, therefore,
whether a significant deviation from the approximate equal-
ity f n / f p’1 is at all possible within the MSSM. In general,
we have
f N5 f 01 f 1tˆ 3 , ~44!
where N5p ,n and tˆ 3 is the usual Pauli matrix in the strong
isospin space. The Feynman diagrams and detailed expres-
sions for f p ,n can be found in Ref. @9#. Since only the up and
down quarks have nonzero strong isospin, the isovector part
of f N is entirely due to coupling of the neutralino bilinear to
isovector operators built from the up and down quarks. The
isoscalar part arises due to coupling to various isoscalar op-
erators built from the up and down quarks, the strange and
all heavy quarks, and the gluons. The scalar coupling of the
neutralino to a quark has the form6 @9#
Lx ,q5GF
mq
M W
x¯ xq¯qS Aq M W2M h2 1Bq M W
2
M q˜
2
2~M x1mq!2
D
1OS 1M q˜4D ’mq f qx¯ xq¯q , ~45!
where GF is the Fermi constant, Aq and Bq are dimension-
less constants, mq is the quark mass, M q˜ is the mass of the
superpartner of q, M h is the lightest Higgs-boson mass, and
M x is the neutralino mass. We can now write the couplings
f p ,n in the form @9#
f p ,n5mp ,n@ f Tup ,n f u1 f Tdp ,n f d1 f Tsp ,n f s1# , ~46!
where ‘‘’’ stands for both the isovector terms of order
1/M q˜
4
and all remaining isoscalar contributions. Here,
mN f TqN 5^Numqq¯quN& . Ignoring the remaining terms we ob-
tain ~see Table 6 in Ref. @9#!
6We assume that the squark mass matrices are diagonal in the
flavor space.063503U f 1f 0U&U f u~ f Tu
p 2 f Tun !1 f d~ f Tdp 2 f Tdn !
2 f Ts f s1 f u~ f Tup 1 f Tun !1 f d~ f Tdp 1 f Tdn !
U
’U20.014f u10.025f df s10.15f u10.27f dU. ~47!
In most models of SUSY breaking f u ,d; f s , and although
the above range is nothing more than an estimate, it at least
shows that u f 1 / f 0u>1 ~which would lead to a negative ratio
f n / f p) is generically disfavored in the MSSM. However, it is
possible in principle to fine-tune the parameters to obtain
u f 1 / f 0u>1. One scenario arises when u f su!u f u ,du. This can
be achieved if M q˜ is very large for all squarks except for u˜
and d˜ , all physical Higgs bosons, except the lightest one, are
very heavy, and the coupling between the WIMP and lightest
Higgs boson is tuned to zero. In this case, one finds ~we use
the MSSM Feynman rules given in Ref. @22# and bring the
notation in correspondence with Ref. @11#!
f u52
g2
4M WM u˜
2
sin b
Z4~Z22tan uWZ1!,
f d5
g2
4M WM d˜
2
cos b
Z3~Z22tan uWZ1!,
f s’0. ~48!
Here g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling and tan b is the ratio of
the expectation values for the two Higgs boson doublets in
the MSSM. We find
U f 1f 0U;U 0.01410.25 tan2b M u˜2M d˜2
20.1510.27 tan2b
M
u˜
2
M d˜
2
U . ~49!
If M d˜ /M u˜’1.3 tan b , then one can have u f 1 / f 0u.1, which
may lead to f n / f p,0. At present, tan b*3 is favored by
precision data @1#. Therefore, one needs a mild hierarchy
between the up- and down-squark masses to obtain f n / f p
,0: M d˜*3.9M u˜ .
There might be other scenarios yielding f n substantially
different from f p . However, they will all have to share the
same property: the first generation of squarks must be
singled out from the rest to enhance the up- and down-quark
contributions to f 0,1 . Reconciling such significant flavor
nonuniversality of the squark flavors with stringent con-
straints from FCNC will generally require fine-tuning. In this
sense, having significantly different values for f n and f p is
unnatural, although potentially possible, in the MSSM. There
is an additional complication, however. For this scenario to
work, the WIMP-proton scattering cross section must be
roughly 100 times larger than for the case f n’ f p . On the
other hand, one must have j,0.001 in this case ~requiring
Z22tan uWZ1!1; see Sec. IV E 1!, which suppresses f u ,d-10
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we have found no scenario where sufficient enhancement of
f p ,n would occur in the MSSM for M x’50 GeV together
with f n / f p’20.75.
We point out that f n / f p’20.75 does not hold for any of
the dark-matter candidates we considered. For scalar neutri-
nos and KK neutrinos one finds ~see Sec. II ! f n / f p
5Tn
3/(Tp322Qpsin2uW)’210. A detailed study of this ratio
for KK excitation of the hypercharge gauge boson shows that
it is at most few percent away from unity. In summary, al-
though there exists a small phenomenologically allowed re-
gion of parameter space where predominantly SI WIMP-
nucleon interactions can marginally account for all data
available on WIMP searches, this region appears to be out of
reach for all of the WIMP candidates we considered.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we performed a generalized analysis of the
dark-matter detection experiments listed in Sec. IV. Our
analysis is formulated in terms of the WIMP mass M x , the
SI and SD WIMP-proton cross sections sxp
SI ,SD
, and coupling
ratios f n / f p and an /ap . We found several regions in this
parameter space that allow for agreement among all data.
~i! If the energetic neutrino constraint does not apply, it
is possible to reconcile all data with a predominantly SD
WIMP-proton interaction. Evading the constraint is problem-
atic in the MSSM because it requires highly flavor nonuni-
versal squark masses. Another possibility is a non-self-
conjugate WIMP, which would indicate physics other than
the MSSM. In order for this possibility to be realistic, such
physics must accommodate WIMP-number-violating opera-
tors and possess a sufficient amount of C and CP violation to
generate a fractional WIMP asymmetry near unity.
~ii! If the energetic neutrino constraint applies, then the
SD WIMP-proton cross section is constrained to be sxp
SD
<431023 pb in the MSSM, and for a wide range of f n / f p ,
a SD WIMP-neutron cross section sxn
SD*30 pb is required.
In addition, M x is constrained to be below 18 GeV, which is063503inconsistent with present lower limit on the lightest-
neutralino mass within most models of SUSY breaking @1#.
~iii! A heavier WIMP ~about 50 GeV! is allowed for a
narrow range 20.77& f n / f p&20.75 with essentially no SD
interaction present. In addition, one must have sxp
SI
’0.0035 pb. None of the WIMP candidates we considered
could satisfy both requirements at the same time.
We see that although it is possible to reconcile the direct
and indirect dark-matter search experiments listed in Sec. IV,
the resulting parameters are in general unnatural for the
MSSM with most used models of SUSY breaking. Either
significant flavor nonuniversality among the SUSY breaking
parameters ~e.g., to evade the energetic neutrino constraint!
or some delicate relationships among them ~to avoid the
lower limit on the lightest neutralino mass! appear necessary.
Generating the WIMP parameters in any of the allowed re-
gions may be problematic in a theory with non-MSSM
WIMPs as well. For instance, evading the energetic neutrino
constraint in a theory with non-self-charge-conjugate WIMPs
may require a significant amount of CP violation to generate
a fractional WIMP number close to 1. Such CP-violating
interactions may be strongly constrained by existing limits
on, e.g., neutron and atomic electric dipole moments @1#. If
the energetic neutrino constraint is adopted, one would have
to explain how very light WIMPs (M x&18 GeV) with sig-
nificant WIMP-quark couplings have so far escaped detec-
tion.
On the other hand, if the DAMA result is removed from
the analysis, the MSSM neutralino ~as well as other WIMP
candidates! will be compatible with the remaining experi-
ments and still be capable of being produced with sufficient
abundance to account for all dark matter @1#. In view of this
situation, one can hope that forthcoming direct dark-matter
search experiments, potentially capable of improving the
present sensitivity by several orders of magnitude, will be
able to conclusively confirm or exclude the results published
by DAMA based on their observation of annual modulation
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